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Inc. 1963 - NRA Charted State AssociationMarch 15, 2016 -- The NRA’s “boots on the ground”

Central Wisconsin Gun Collectors Association Gun Show - April 16 & 17, 2017
Fond du Lac County Fairgrounds, 495 Martin Ave, Fond du Lac, 54935 Click Here! 

Special - Friends of NRA - Daniels Defense Raffle AT the SHOW – more on page 
Stop in and see Wisconsin FORCE and pick up a free chamber flag or pocket constitution while they last. 

On your way in and out you will see our Juniors; check out their raffles! 

Wisconsin FORCE is the Shield in Wisconsin that protects your Second Amendment rights. 
The Shield protects you from attacks and keeps you safe as we move forward in the fight to restore lost rights.

We have strengthened that Shield by creating the Wisconsin FORCE Political Victory Fund.

This fund is critical, especially with the upcoming elections, including the future of our rights in Wisconsin.  

Wisconsin FORCE has been working with its partners in early candidate support, and this fund will strengthen that support.  

Our goal is to raise $5000 by April 1.  Any donation, as little as $10 or as much as $5000, would help in reaching our goal.  

Donate today by sending a check made payable to Wisconsin FORCE PVF or use your charge card by opening the 

“Donate” tab on the website, putting Wisconsin FORCE PVF in the comments box.  By law you must include your full name, address, and 

occupation.  Mail checks to: WF PVF, PO Box 130, Seymour, WI 54165-0130                                                    Donations are not tax deductible.

The Wisconsin FORCE Juniors are looking for 2 motorhome/trailer awnings for their  trailers.  

If you have one, please email: contact@wisconsinforce.org.

Critical in 2016 – 1 - Elections - Vote – 2 - Promote Wisconsin FORCE

April 5 - "Justice Rebecca Bradley, a proud gun owner and concealed carry license holder, 

supports the rule of law and will defend the Constitution.“

Promote Wisconsin FORCE - As a member you know all the good work we do.
Upgrade to Life, get your friends and fellow gun owners to join.

Get your club to join/upgrade to a Patriot Club level and donate!

Join as a Patriot Business member and donate!

Click below to

Join - Upgrade - Clubs - Business - Donate

2016 Wisconsin FORCE Indoor Championship Bulls-eye Pistol April 8- 10

Like DuraCoat you can be a Wisconsin “top finishers!” 
Beloit Rifle Club - Open to all Shooters - To be the Wisconsin State Champion,

or recipient of any State Champion class awards, you must be a Wisconsin Resident.

Match Information: www.beloitrifleclub.org Click on Calendar or Disciplines

Contact: Match Director: Jon Nortemann 608.751.0413 jnortemann@charter.net

sponsored by

As a member, you can help by selling raffle tickets!  We have two great items being raffled

off to support our range assistance!  Presentation Hogue Automatic Knife - EX01 – Lazer

engraved with WI State Seal and bill signing date. Designed by Allen

Elishewitz, overall length 8,“ blade length 3.50“ - $269.95 MSRP

Made in the USA. Glock 42 Semi-Auto, Safe Action, 380 ACP, 

Cap. 6+1 Winner of either must comply with all State & Federal laws. Drawing Sat. May 14, 2016, 3 p.m.at the 

Wisconsin FORCE Gun Show, Seymour, WI  Need not be present to win!  Glock 42 winner must be 21 years of age and Hogue

EX01 must be legal to possess to win. Contact jeff@wisconsinforce.org 920-687-0505 for details! 

Support our efforts to keep our ranges an asset to their community and have a chance to win!

Tickets available at the Fond du Lac Gun Show!

$10 each - 3/$20
(You can mix and match 3/$20)

Limited to 300 Tickets for each item! 
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From the Executive Director
I have carried a knife daily since the age of 8 when the family pen knife was given to me. It didn’t matter 

where I went, school, church or baseball field, I carried a knife. We played a form of mumbly peg on the

school grounds during recess. As I have expressed many times, it is the use of the item, not the item 

used, that is the issue. I have trained with knives for over 30 years and taught defense knife for over 20. 

Life is full of the use of edged tools and now we can choose what we carry based on our personal 

preference, not irrational fear. The knives I carry vary from $5 cheapies to a $500 custom made. A great 

compromise are the new Hogue knives. Most of us are familiar with Hogue.  They are well known for the 

gun grips. I have Hogue grip sleeves on several of my Glocks and have since the early 90s. 

During our work on the knife bill I found out they are now making knives. They are a true Second Amendment supporter and support the 

efforts of KnifeRights, the national organization that we brought in after the bill was introduced. They donated presentation Extreme Series 

knives, designed by Allen Elishewitz, for the signing. You can win one of the presentation knives by entering our range services raffle. The 

knives look good and feel light and easy in the hand. Their action is smooth, and they are made in America. They are in the middle of pricing 

range for quality knives. If you are looking for a little of both worlds, look into Hogue. After hearing of our efforts over the last eight years, they 

have made a nice donation to Wisconsin FORCE.  My daily carry knife is now a Hogue.  When you see me feel free to ask about it. 

This month’s picture is me firing on the 300 yard line at LaCrosse last year. As I have mentioned before, I am very excited that we are finally 

going to be able to use a true modern military rifle in service competition. This year should be a great year on the range.  Our mid and long 

range clubs in Wisconsin are special, make sure you try to experience them. If you are already a competitor, I hope to see you there and 

please bring a new shooter. .  Teach Freedom - Jeff

Direct NRA Contact
NRA Field Rep. Scott Taetsch

STaetsch@nrahq.org
715-873-3360

Wisconsin FORCE
contact@wisconsinforce.org

920-687-0505

ILA Midwest Field Rep Suzanne Anglewicz
Suzanne@nrailafrontlines.com 

703-346-7124

The Sound of Freedom is heard here!

Education, Training, Safety, & Marksmanship

On the Range - Jeff Nass

The 2016 shooting season is just around the corner.  Please help your club prepare for this year.  Everyone can help their club. If you look 

and cannot find anything to do, you are not looking hard enough.  Talk to the leaders at your club for an overview of what is in the works.  

Just like those who look for a problem will always find one, if you look for a project, you can always find one.  Make sure you are reasonable 

when scheduling your project not to interfere with club activities.  

Wisconsin FORCE recently filed our class A raffle report and renewal.  It was extremely easy on-line thanks to Wisconsin FORCE, Scott 

Taetsch, and the NRA cleaning up the state’s gaming laws.  With the new system reporting is very easy and fast, as it should be. Naturally, 

for tax purposes and in case of an audit, you must maintain records of expenses, and income.  Make sure your license(s) are properly filed 

and renewed each year.

What the heck are these?
New Wisconsin FORCE Board member Brian Rautanen got us onboard with QR codes (abbreviated from Quick 

Response Code) which we are utilizing to allow quick and easy access Wisconsin FORCE.  All of us are familiar to 

“bar codes,” QR codes are a hi-bred.  By installing a free app such as TWMobile from the Google Play on your 

smart phone, you can easily read, open, send or save information.

We are the top resource in the state for range upgrades, improvements, and expansions. Our advice is used by the 

DNR, clubs, law enforcement, and businesses.  Start early on your plans for next year and include Wisconsin FORCE from the start of that 

process.  Your time is valuable; we can help you from wasting time and resources.  We can also guide you on state laws and connect you 

directly with the great minds at NRA legal when needed.

For Range and Club issues contact Jeff at jeff@wisconsinforce.org / 920-687-0505  Not for Profit doesn’t mean Not Prepared!

1. Always keep the gun pointed in a safe direction.                                3. Always keep the gun unloaded until ready to use. 

2. Always keep your finger off the trigger until ready  to shoot. 4. Always treat a firearm as if it were loaded.

Mark your calendar to attend or rent a table at the Wisconsin FORCE Gun Show, May 14 and Sept. 17 
NRA/ILA Grassroots will be set up.  Flier, Vendor/Exhibitor Flier, and show rules are posted on our website.

Outagamie County Fairgrounds/Seymour Speedway, Seymour, WI Chuck -- Ph. 920-833-6668 chuck@wisconsinforce.org 2
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Special items available ONLY at your local Friends event!

Dates, locations and information, CLICK HERE!

Make sure to check the event flier for special deals!                                      

Have a great time while supporting our shooting heritage!

Knife Law Clean-Up Bill Act 149 (More details)

An Act to repeal 941.24; to amend 66.0409 (title), 66.0409 (2), 66.0409 (3) (a), 66.0409 (6), 175.60 (1) (j), 938.78 (3), 939.632 (1) (e) 3., 

947.01 (2) and 968.255 (1) (a) 2.; and to create 66.0409 (3) (c), 941.23 (1) (ap) and 941.231 of the statutes; relating to: knives and 

preemption of regulation of knives and providing a criminal penalty. 

The people of the state of Wisconsin, represented in senate and assembly, do enact as follows: 

Section  1. 66.0409 (title) of the statutes is amended to read: 66.0409 (title) Local regulation of firearms weapons. 

Section  2. 66.0409 (2) of the statutes is amended to read: 66.0409 (2) Except as provided in subs. (3) and (4), no political subdivision may 

enact or enforce an ordinance or adopt a resolution that regulates the sale, purchase, purchase delay, transfer, ownership, use, keeping, 

possession, bearing, transportation, licensing, permitting, registration, or taxation of any knife or any firearm or part of a firearm, including 

ammunition and reloader components, unless the ordinance or resolution is the same as or similar to, and no more stringent than, a state 

statute. 

Section  3. 66.0409 (3) (a) of the statutes is amended to read: 66.0409 (3) (a) Nothing in this section prohibits a county from imposing a 

sales tax or use tax under subch. V of ch. 77 on any knife or any firearm or part of a firearm, including ammunition and reloader components, 

sold in the county. 

Section 3d. 66.0409 (3) (c) of the statutes is created to read: 66.0409 (3) (c) Nothing in this section prohibits a political subdivision from 

enacting or enforcing an ordinance or adopting a resolution that prohibits the possession of a knife in a building, or part of a building, that is 

owned, occupied, or controlled by the political subdivision. 

Section  4. 66.0409 (6) of the statutes is amended to read: 66.0409 (6) Unless other facts and circumstances that indicate a criminal or 

malicious intent on the part of the person apply, no person may be in violation of, or be charged with a violation of, an ordinance of a political 

subdivision relating to disorderly conduct or other inappropriate behavior for loading, a firearm, or for carrying, or going armed with a firearm 

or a knife, without regard to whether the firearm is loaded or the firearm or the knife is concealed or openly carried. Any ordinance in violation 

of this subsection does not apply and may not be enforced. 

Section  5. 175.60 (1) (j) of the statutes is amended to read: 175.60 (1) (j) "Weapon" means a handgun, an electric weapon, as defined in s. 

941.295 (1c) (a),  a knife other than a switchblade knife under s. 941.24, or a billy club. 

Section  6. 938.78 (3) of the statutes is amended to read: 

938.78 (3) Release of information when escape or absence; rules. If a juvenile adjudged delinquent under s. 48.12, 1993 stats., or s. 938.12 

or found to be in need of protection or services under s. 48.13 (12), 1993 stats., or s. 48.13 (14), 1993 stats., or s. 938.13 (12) or (14) on the 

basis of a violation of s. 943.23 (1m) or (1r), 1999 stats., or s. 941.10, 941.11, 941.20, 941.21, 941.23, 941.231, 941.235, 941.237, 941.24, 

941.26, 941.28, 941.295, 941.298, 941.30, 941.31, 941.32, 941.325, 943.02, 943.03, 943.04, 943.10 (2) (a), 943.23 (1g), 943.32 (2), 948.02, 

948.025, 948.03, 948.05, 948.055, 948.085 (2), 948.60, 948.605, or 948.61 or any crime specified in ch. 940 has escaped from a juvenile 

correctional facility, residential care center for children and youth, inpatient facility, as defined in s. 51.01 (10), juvenile detention facility, or 

juvenile portion of a county jail, or from the custody of a peace officer or a guard of such a facility, center, or jail, or has been allowed to leave 

a juvenile correctional facility, residential care center for children and youth, inpatient facility, juvenile detention facility, or juvenile portion of a 

county jail for a specified time period and is absent from the facility, center, home, or jail for more than 12 hours after the expiration of the 

specified period, the department or county department having supervision over the juvenile may release the juvenile's name and any 

information about the juvenile that is necessary for the protection of the public or to secure the juvenile's return to the facility, center, home, 

or jail. The department shall promulgate rules establishing guidelines for the release of the juvenile's name or information about the juvenile 

to the public. 

Section  7. 939.632 (1) (e) 3. of the statutes is amended to read: 939.632 (1) (e) 3. Any misdemeanor under s. 940.19 (1), 940.225 (3m), 

940.32 (2), 940.42, 940.44, 941.20 (1), 941.23, 941.231, 941.235, 941.24 or 941.38 (3). 

Section  8. 941.23 (1) (ap) of the statutes is created to read: 

941.23 (1) (ap) Notwithstanding s. 939.22 (10), "dangerous weapon" does not include a knife. 

Section  9. 941.231 of the statutes is created to read: 941.231 Carrying a concealed knife. Any person who is prohibited from possessing a 

firearm under s. 941.29 who goes armed with a concealed knife that is a dangerous weapon is guilty of a Class A misdemeanor. 

Section  10. 941.24 of the statutes is repealed. 

Section  11. 947.01 (2) of the statutes is amended to read: 947.01 (2) Unless other facts and circumstances that indicate a criminal or 

malicious intent on the part of the person apply, a person is not in violation of, and may not be charged with a violation of, this section for 

loading, a firearm, or for carrying, or going armed with a firearm or a knife, without regard to whether the firearm is loaded or the firearm or 

the knife is concealed or openly carried. 

Section  12. 968.255 (1) (a) 2. of the statutes is amended to read: 968.255 (1) (a) 2. A person arrested for any misdemeanor under s. 167.30 

(1), 940.19, 941.20 (1), 941.23, 941.231, 941.237, 941.24, 948.60, or 948.61. 3
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It’s easy to support Wisconsin FORCE – www.wisconsinforce.org - Donate – Use Visa, MC or Disc. Card!

NRA-ILA FrontLines™ Wisconsin

Join our FREE NRA-ILA FrontLines™ Volunteer Program in Wisconsin

To join or for more information go to:  http://www.nrailafrontlines.com

As NRA members, gun owners, and Second Amendment supporters gear up for our most

critical election year, your NRA-ILA is looking to build a strong Election Volunteer Coordinator 

(EVC) Team in Wisconsin!  NRA-ILA Election Volunteer Coordinators are volunteers willing to go

above and beyond by helping to lead pro-gun efforts in their own communities across Wisconsin. 

EVCs will work closely with our dedicated NRA-ILA Wisconsin staff and also undertake various activities based on their own interests such 

as coordinating gun shows and sportsmen’s events, attending political events, building networks with pro-gun businesses and clubs, helping 

to coordinate official NRA activities in the community, and most importantly, providing ideas on how NRA can better promote the Second 

Amendment and serve our members and supporters across Wisconsin.

If you are interested in serving in an expanded role for NRA and would like to hear more about the EVC program in Wisconsin, please 

contact Suzanne@nrailafrontlines.com.

Please feel free to reach out directly with any questions or suggestions along the way at Suzanne@nrailafrontlines.com

Suzanne Anglewicz, NRA-ILA Midwest Field Rep/Staff Attorney

Novice hunters! Apply today to Learn to Hunt Bear this Summer 
Contact: Keith Warnke, DNR Hunting and Shooting Sports Coordinator, 608-576-5243.

MADISON - People who want to experience a real Wisconsin black bear hunt with skilled mentors have until May 27 to

apply to participate in a Learn to Hunt Bear program featuring classroom and field instruction and capped with a 

genuine hunt.  Keith Warnke, Department of Natural Resources hunting and shooting sports coordinator, says the Learn to Hunt Bear 

program represents an opportunity of a lifetime for novice hunters of any age. "Working in partnership with many dedicated bear hunters and 

local conservation organizations, wardens and wildlife managers, successful Learn to Hunt Bear events have been held across northern 

Wisconsin during the last several years," Warnke said. "The long-term success rate of harvesting a bear through the LTH program is around 

50 percent.“  Participation in the DNR Learn to Hunt Bear program is limited. Applications will be evaluated and the winners will be notified in 

mid-June. Documents and applications for the Learn to Hunt Bear program can be found by searching the DNR website for "LTH." 

The program is intended for people who would not have any opportunity to experience bear hunting without it. Who can apply?

- Anyone who is age 10 and older who has not participated in a Learn to Hunt Bear event.

- Anyone who has not previously purchased a Class A or Class B bear license, or applied for preference points. 

However, Warnke says, applicants with a connection to bear hunting through family and friends will be given lower priority in the selection 

process. Applications can be found on the DNR website, dnr.wi.gov, by searching for "learn to hunt bear" and must be postmarked by May 

27.  In 2005, the DNR began the Learn to Hunt Bear program as another outreach program for novice hunters. Other opportunities featured 

in the Learn to Hunt program include turkey, deer, pheasant, upland game and waterfowl. For more information search the DNR website for 

"LTH.“

Help shape deer management in your county -- attend a 

County Deer Advisory Council meeting!
If you have an opinion on antlerless harvest quotas, permit levels and season structure in your county, you are

encouraged to attend your local County Deer Advisory Council meeting to provide input.  CDACs will meet between

March 14 - 24 in all Wisconsin counties to develop recommendations for the 2016 deer hunting seasons.  To find your

county's meeting date and location, go to dnr.wi.gov, keyword "CDAC" and click "Find" to access your county's

information.

The Ins and Outs of Handgun Safes - OutdoorHub - Richard Mann – 12-26-13

Whether for added security at home, on the road or in your luggage, a small handgun safe is 

a wise investment…if you know what to look for.

At the family farm, Grandpa always had his pistol close by. That Smith & Wesson Model 10 

hung on a nail in the cabin protruding from a floor joist over grandma and grandpa’s bed. Any 

of us kids could have stood on the bed and reached the pistol, but we didn’t. We knew better, 

and nothing was worth the whoopin’ we’d get if grandpa found out.

There was another reason we didn’t bother grandpa’s pistol. Anytime we’d ask—if he wasn’t 

busy—grandpa would let us handle or even shoot his revolver. This took the mystery out of the equation, and I carry on that tradition with my

children. But, I don’t leave pistols hanging around the house on nails. If it’s not on my person, it’s generally in a safe. This is not a matter of 
trust; it’s common sense.                                     more on page 5 ……………………………….
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safes ………………. continued from page 4 

The affordability of compact handgun safes has negated the old ways of storing a gun. There is no longer a good reason to hide a pistol in a 

closet, dresser drawer or under the mattress. Some handgun safes cost less than $30 and are infinitely more secure than drawers or a nail 

and the threat of a whoopin’. Some are small enough, they not only provide security, but are also very concealable and portable. Access to 

these safes can be with a key, a secret code and even your fingerprint.

Interested in knowing more about them, I asked every manufacturer I could find to send samples for testing. Four agreed to participate: 

GunVault, Secure-It, Stack-On and V-Line. I’ve had the test safes for more than six months, and during that time I’ve used each model on a 

daily basis for several weeks to get a feel for them. When this process was complete, I gave my 11-year old son a hammer, a flat-tip 

screwdriver and 2 minutes to try to break into some of the safes.

After all, if you’re considering a handgun safe, you should be curious about the level of security they provide, how easy they are to access, 

how versatile the safe is with regard to where it can be used and, of course, price. Let’s address the question of security first. My son broke 

into the first safe he tried to open.It took him about 90 seconds to breach one of the very compact, key-lock safes. He tried the same 

approach on a biometric safe, but after 2 minutes was unsuccessful. Then, he got out the hammer. After that, he was four-for-four on gaining 

unauthorized access.

The lesson learned here should be all of these handgun safes are more of a barrier to a handgun as opposed to absolute security. That does 

not mean they are worthless or cannot be trusted under certain circumstances. However, it would be a mistake to assume a handgun in any 

of these safes cannot be stolen or improperly accessed by another human. That being said, I currently use versions of three of these safes in 

my home, one in my vehicle and my wife’s and another when I travel by plane.

The smallest, book-style safes from Secure-It and Stack-On seem well suited to airline travel. I won’t get into TSA regulations or the rules of 

various airlines, but let me say this: I fly from home on United, and when doing so I can lock up a handgun in one of these small, lightweight 

safes and drop it in my checked baggage. I’ve never had a problem at any airport when using this method. Most of these safes also come 

with a cable that allows you to secure it to something in a motel room or wherever you are staying. But, this type of safe was the easiest to 

breach.

There were two types of coded safes tested—models that have a series of mechanical or electrical buttons that must be pushed in a certain 

sequence to gain access. All of these safes provided flawless operation, if you entered the correct code. The electrical safes are battery 

powered and battery failure can be a concern. Some have an audible alarm indicating a low battery, but all the electric-lock safes can also be 

opened with a key.

Mechanical safes have the advantage of working without electricity. If you’re storing a handgun for an extended period or only plan to access 

it in case of an emergency, the mechanical option has merit. Regardless, it is critical to remember your code with either the electric- or 

mechanical-lock safes. You do have the key backup with the electrical safes, but not for the mechanical models. Write your code down and 

remember where you put it.

Some of the safes come with mounting screws and hardware. This allows them to be attached to something, like under a table, desk or even 

to the floor. Break-in was not attempted with any of these safes while mounted—had they been, it may have made access more difficult. 

Mounting these safes would also make it exceedingly more difficult for a burglar to just carry your safe away. Unlike the cables that come 

with some of the smaller safes, which could be defeated with a pair of side-cutters, these mounted safes are a much better option for theft 

protection.

Finally, there are the biometric-lock safes. These models use technology that memorizes and reads your fingerprint. They are obviously 

electrically powered and do not require you to memorize a code. They must, however, be operated consistently. You have to place and pull 

your finger over the same spot every time, exactly the same way, or you will not be able to gain access. This takes practice, and after weeks 

of use, it still sometimes required several attempts for me to gain access to the biometric units. If you get frustrated, all the biometric safes do 

have a backup key lock.

Safe Advice

Based on what I’ve learned working with these 10 safes over the last several months, I believe they are all useful in certain circumstances. 

Here are 10 suggestions for general use:

• Mount safes intended to be stationary to the floor or heavy furniture.

• Memorize any codes, write them down and keep them with the key.

• If you use multiple safes, use models with the same locking mechanism and set all codes the same.

• Periodically check safes with electronic locks to verify battery power.

• Work with biometric-lock safes on a day-to-day basis to ensure competency opening them.

• Small, key-lock, book-style safes are best used for complying with regulations, not preventing access.

• Select a safe based on how it opens and where you want to place it.

• For long-term storage, consider mechanical- and key-lock safes, or at a minimum, long-life batteries.

• Select a safe at least large enough for your handgun, spare ammo anda flashlight.

• You get what you pay for—select the most expensive safe that meets your needs.

Safes:

GunVault MicroVault Biometric                                          continued on page 6 ……………………………
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Zimbabwe Park to Cull 200 Lions, Cites Lack of Hunters OutdoorHub - Daniel Xu -2/23/16 

A wildlife reserve in Zimbabwe says it may have to cull 200 lions in the absence of hunters. One of Zimbabwe’s 

largest wildlife reserves, the Bubye Valley Conservancy, recently announced that it was considering culling up to 

200 lions as the cats have become increasingly overpopulated. The wildlife reserve said its current population of 

around 500 lions is unsustainable due to the dramatic decline in hunters, possibly caused by the controversy over 

Cecil, a lion killed near Hwange National Park last year. Bubye officials say that without hunters to help manage 

the lion population, they are considering either hiring marksmen to shoot some of the animals, or capturing them 

and donating the cats to other reserves. Bubye has historically held one of the largest lion populations in 

Zimbabwe.

“I wish we could give about 200 of our lions away to ease the overpopulation,” Blondie Leathem, the conservancy’s

general manager, told the National Post. “If anyone knows of a suitable habitat for them where they will not land 

up in human conflict, or in wildlife areas where they will not be beaten up because of existing prides, please let us 

know and help us raise the money to move them.”

Leathem explained that the lions are a big threat to the park’s other denizens, which included antelope, giraffes, 

leopards, and a number of other native species. This problem is exacerbated by the fact that the conservancy is 

trying to recover from one of the driest summers on record.

GunVault MicroVault Biometric     ………………………… continued from page 5

This is a very compact safe made of 20-gauge steel that can be slid under a bed or in a nightstand. It comes with a cable to secure it to a 

fixed object, and it’s small enough to fit inside a briefcase. Access is gained via a fingerprint scanner or with a key. The biometric fingerprint 

reader can store up to 30 fingerprints and has a tamper alarm to let you know if someone has attempted to gain entry. I was able to gain 

access on my first attempt 80 percent of the time. Time to open: 2 seconds. MSRP: $229.99

GunVault MiniVault Deluxe

This safe weighs 9 pounds, is made from 16-gauge steel and is opened with either a key or by consecutively pushing buttons on the finger 

pad on the top of the unit. It is battery-powered electric safe and also comes with a cable that will allow it to be secured to a fixed object. An 

AC-power connection is an option, and there is an internal light to help you find your gun in the dark. A taller, shelved version is also 

available. Time to open: 3 seconds. MSRP: $169.99

Secure-It Handgun Storage Safe

The Secure-It line of handgun safes is best described as very small, compact and portable. These steel, book-size safes are available with a 

key or combination lock. In truth, you get what you pay for when it comes to security—a bit of effort with a hammer or pry bar, and you’re 

inside. That doesn’t mean these safes aren’t useful. I routinely use one (or one like it) when traveling by air. I can drop my Diamondback 

DB380 and a box of ammo into the padded interior, throw it in my checked luggage and be gone. Time to open: 3 seconds. (A roll-dial 

combination lock is optional. Time to open: varied.) MSRP: $30

Stack-On Portable Security Case with Key Lock

For all practical purposes, this safe offers the same level of security as the Secure-It safe at about the same price. It won’t withstand an 

eager burglar or a determined kid, but it will meet most regulations concerning air and vehicular transport. Like the Secure-It safe, it comes 

with a cable to secure the safe to a fixed object. Time to open: 3 seconds. MSRP: $39.99

Stack-On Personal Safe with Motorized Electronic Lock

This safe weighs 18 pounds and comes with screws, allowing it to be attached to the floor. It has a push-button, electric-code entry 

mechanism with a key override. When the programmable code is entered, the door opens via a motor, exposing the two-level interior. There 

is plenty of room inside for storing a handgun, spare ammo, a flashlight and a few other valuables. Both the bottom and removable steel 

shelves are padded. Time to open: 3 seconds. MSRP: $119.99

Stack-On Quick Access Safe with Biometric LockThis biometric-lock safe can store up to 28 fingerprints. The lock was tested 30 times in a 

row and failed to open four times. All biometric locks tested had about the same failure rate, which was actually user error—if you don’t slide 

your finger across the scanner just right, they will not open. A key is provided as a backup in case batteries run low, and large lag screws are 

provided for attaching the safe to the floor. Time to open: 4 seconds. MSRP: $199.99

Stack-On Drawer Safe with Motorized Electronic Lock

This is a programmable, motorized, electronic-lock safe that has a 12-button keypad. When a button is pushed, a beep sounds, but this 

feature can be turned off. It is a larger safe, measuring just more than 2 inches deep and 10 by 16 inches square. The Drawer Safe has 

predrilled holes and lag screws for mounting to the floor, though the lid opens upward, limiting potentially convenient storage locations. That 

said, there’s enough room inside for a handgun, flashlight and at least 100 rounds of ammunition. Time to open: 4 seconds. MSRP: $110.99

Stack-On Portable Steel Case with Electronic Lock

This is another programmable, motorized, electronic-lock safe, but a very compact model. As small as it is, it is not lightweight, tipping the 

scales at 6.5 pounds. There are three soft-touch buttons on the lid of the safe that, when touched in a sequence of your choosing, activate 

the motor to release the lock on the lid. Like all the tested electronic-lock safes, there’s a key backup. This could also serve as a good travel 

safe in a vehicle, but would add undue weight to airline baggage. Time to open: 3 seconds. MSRP: $89.99   continued on page 7……. 6

http://news.nationalpost.com/news/world/zimbabwe-park-warns-it-may-shoot-200-surplus-lions-now-that-big-game-hunters-are-staying-home


The US Secret Service Training Guide for Spotting Concealed Weapons

OutdoorHub - 3/1/16

How do you spot someone who is carrying a weapon?

The US Secret Service has to deal with threats to public officials lives everyday.  In order to better identify

these potential threats they developed. While many of the “characteristics” in this list could apply to

anyone this is still a good reference for identifying a threat. If you conceal carry you might want to look

these over to make sure you are not identifiable by any of these behaviors. Even if you do not conceal

carry it’s still good to be aware of these potential danger signs. Something on this list might even help you

avoid a deadly confrontation.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ARMED INDIVIDUAL - Sgt/Tech Kevin Porter 

OBSERVATION - When placing a subject under observation for the purpose of trying to determine whether or not that person is possibly 

armed, what is the first crucial trait that you as a Law Enforcement Officer should try to determine about that individual?? 

DETERMINE THEIR STRONG SIDE – Look for possible indicators such as Rings, Wristwatches, Writing, Smoking, Lighting Cigarettes, 

Holding/Moving Objects, etc. to help determine a favored side. An individual who carries a gun on their person will periodically touch that 

gun both consciously and unconsciously. This is called a Security Feel. 

7

LOOK FOR: Touching, Feeling, Adjustments, Stiffer Arm.  88% of the people in the U.S. are right handed. The majority of those right-

handed people that carry handguns illegally carry them in the right front waist band, loose.  WHY? They see it in the movies, It’s the “cool” 

thing to do, That is where it is the most secure and accessible. 

Body Movements - conscious & unconscious (reasons/adjustments for touching, security feels, physical property of gun, when, why, how). 

Cause for slippage of weapon and when, Stiffer arm on gun side, Holding, Bending, Macho feeling, Running (from crime, rain, traffic, bus, 

subways, cab, etc.), Leaning, Sitting, Reaching, Crouching, Turning from view for adjustment, Pulling pants up, down, Pulling clothing down, 

Shorter arm & leg swing on gun side, Protective turning of armed side, Arm over center of body, etc., Turn and hold in crowds, Looking down 

at gun, Arm or part of arm holding snug, Security hold with elbow on gun, Getting in/out of vehicles.  While walking or running (especially in 

the rain), you will notice a short or stiff arm swing and short leg stride. What are their actions when walking by person/persons, and 

streets/doorways, etc? 

Vehicle Stops - Look for a rising shoulder, or moving up to grab the weapon from the waistband, Bending over or shoulder dip to hide the 

weapon under a seat.

Clothing & Actions - what features stand out, attract your attention, and arouse your suspicion.  Clothing: Does the clothing fit the season?, 

Does the clothing match?, Is the clothing loose, or baggy?, In cold weather, is the individuals coat unzipped or unbuttoned?, Look for the 

individual wearing only one glove, When concealed in a jacket pocket, hood, or bag, gravity pulls that weight down - Firearms have WEIGHT, 

Look for uneven dip in clothing or bags, Tailored in/worn out, etc.- build of subject, Does shoes/boots match clothing (conditions), Does work 

outfits match conditions, Pants, belts (no belt loops, but is wearing belt), Ponchos (wide arms, etc), Chains, straps, hats, etc., Socks (use 

elastic as ankle holster), Pockets, Hoods and drawstrings, Color combinations, Gloves (one hand gloved, the other in their pocket), Outer 

garments (Are jacket, pants, shoes coordinated for dress/work/leisure?)**BULGES and certain body movements observed to discover the 

smallest/best concealed unholstered weapons. 

Different ways guns are carried, and where they are possessed - Waistband** (Front side, crook of back, etc.), Pants (Pockets, cuffs, etc.), 

Pockets (Pants, jackets, coats, etc.), Hats (Including hoods of sweatshirts, jackets, etc.), Underwear (Protective cups, etc.), Shoes and boots,  

Bags (Hand, backpacks, pouches, shoulder), Radios, cameras, video recorders (all sizes), Grocery bags, boxes, shopping bags, etc., Hollow 

books, newspapers, cigarette packs & boxes, Holsters (Bought, made, stolen-All types), Bikes & Motorcycles, Vehicles. 

Confrontation tactics and apprehension - Picking location - time, circumstances permit; where, why, Single, multiple person stops, Approach 

techniques, Cover, Prior knowledge of person you are approaching, Firearm usage/ restraint/shooting tactics, Pursuit of armed felons 

(auto/foot), Searches, Surveillance of person/persons, Vehicle stops and searches, Conversation techniques with the person/persons during 

approach, search, questioning, and possibly processing, Resistance by person/persons 

THINK about when you wear your gun off duty, and your actions (they are very similar). 

Safes ……………………………continued from page 6

V-Line Top Draw

This is a 10-pound safe with more than 1,000 possible manual combinations. It uses no batteries and can be paired with a quick-release 

mounting bracket that can be attached to the floor or a fixed object. A heavy-duty cable lock is also standard. The Top Draw is a somewhat 

archaic looking safe, but it is very well made and very functional. It was as secure as any of the electronic-lock safes based on our safe-

cracking experiments. Time to open: 2 seconds. MSRP: $188

V-Line Desk Mate

This unique design is purpose built for mounting under a desk or counter. It comes with a quick-release mounting bracket and utilizes a 

mechanical lock with more than 1,000 combination possibilities. It is a bit thin for my hands, but there is a pullout tray to make handgun 

access easier. The door flops down when the combination is entered and is recessed to prevent prying. When properly mounted, this may be 

one of the most difficult safes to crack. Time to open: 4 seconds. MSRP: $199
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Central Wisconsin 

gun collectors Association 

Annual spring show 

FUNDING THE FUTURE Raffle 

MANUFACTURING FREEDOM 
5.56mm NATO, Mid-length Gas System, 6.44 lbs, 

Ships with Magpul PMAG 30-Round and Daniel Defense Full-Latch Case 
The Daniel Defense M4 Carbine, V5 is perfectly adapted for end-users who plan on attaching the ever popular 

red dot, holographic or magnified optics to their firearm. The slick top monolithic upper receiver provides 
operators with valuable top rail real estate for accessories that fit their shooting needs. The DDM4V5 is 

equipped with a single pinned low profile gas block that is drilled, taper reamed, and press fit into place to 
securely attach the low profile gas block to the barrel assembly. This rifle also comes with the newly designed, 

rugged and comfortable Daniel Defense Buttstock and Pistol Grip. 

$40 per chance 

-Only 100 chances available! 
Drawing will be held @ 1:00PM at the Fond du Lac County Fairgrounds Gun Show on Sunday, April 17, 2016  

Located at 495 Martin Ave, Fond du Lac, WI 
 

Need not be present to win 
 

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE SHOW OR BY CALLING CHUCK @ 920-833-6668 
OR EMAILING: CWGCA@YAHOO.COM 

              2/2016 
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www.wisconsinforce.org
This email was sent by jeff@wisconsinforce.org

Email jeff@wisconsinforce.org to update profile/email address or to be removed.

Wisconsin FORCE, PO Box 130, Seymour, WI 54165-0130

It’s easy to support Wisconsin FORCE – www.wisconsinforce.org - Donate – Use Visa, MC or Disc. Card!

It’s easy to support Wisconsin FORCE -- Log In – Click on Donate – Use Visa, MasterCard or Discover Card!

Your Membership

 Join/maintain your Wisconsin FORCE membership ($20 annually, 
$250 Life)

 Upgrade to an annual Patriot Member ($250 annually)

 Donate to Wisconsin FORCE on a regular basis

Your Club

 Promote and support your club’s membership ($30 annually)

 Upgrade your club to Patriot Club level ($250 annually)

 Propose that your club donate to Wisconsin FORCE

 Promote Wisconsin FORCE to fellow club members (contact 
jeff@wisconsinforce.org for promotional items) 

Your Business

 Join/maintain a business membership -- $30 annually or Patriot 
business level at $250 annually

 Donate to Wisconsin FORCE

 Promote Wisconsin FORCE to your customers (contact 
jeff@wisconsinforce.org for promotional items)  

Contact All Your Representatives

 Contact by phone, mail, or email, twice a year, once in January 

and again in September.  Always be polite to whoever you reach in 

their office.  Let them know you are a Wisconsin FORCE member 
and you support our activities in Madison.

 When alerts are sent, contact your legislators by phone, mail, or 

email.  Always be polite to whoever you reach in their office.  Let 

them know you are a Wisconsin FORCE member and support our 
activities in Madison.

 When called on, show up at Committee hearings in Madison.  Just 

by registering you have influence.  If you would like to speak, keep 

it brief and to the point and try not to repeat information that has 

already been stated, but confirm your support of that testimony.  
Contact Jeff prior to the hearing by email and at the hearing.

 Remember to call all your representatives being sure to thank 
those that support your rights. 

By doing some or all you can help support our freedom.

To find your legislators go to http://legis.wisconsin.gov/ and put your 

address in the “Find my legislators” box. Make sure to include 

Governor Walker.

Protect your Rights -- How to be Effective -- Contact your Legislators 

Promote Safety, Wisconsin FORCE, and your club or business 
Pictured is the safety flag that Dave from Holub Machine and Repair gives to each of his customers.  The cost is only 

$0.60 each when you order 250.  You can also order them at $0.50 each without your logo – 50 piece minimum.  

Improve safety and give your deer rifle site-in customers a valuable tool to help ensure a safe hunt and range 

experience. Please contact Jeff at jeff@wisconsinforce.org or (920) 687-0505 to order or with any questions.

Yes, I want to be a bigger part of all the great things Wisconsin FORCE is doing!

Donate on our website – CLICK HERE
or

I can help with my donation of __ $20  __ $50  __ $100  __ $200  __ $500  __ $1000  __ Other $________

Make checks payable to Wisconsin FORCE or use your charge card.

Mail to: Wisconsin FORCE, PO Box 130, Seymour WI 54165-0130

___                    ___                    ___      Phone Number _______-___________________

# ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___

Exp ____  / ____    CVV Code from back of card _______   Signature ____________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________
Name                                                                   Address                                               City                                          State           Zip
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